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tube", and was
coded by a

programmer, brad
winters. a: the first
android game was
snake on the tube,

coded by brad
winters, and it was
released on android
on september 22,

2008. while special
counsel robert

mueller’s
investigation into
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russian interference
in the 2016

presidential election
has produced no

evidence of collusion
between president

donald trump’s
campaign and the

kremlin, the inquiry
has drawn the

president into a legal
tangle that’s created
a threat to his own
presidency. as of
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may, the white
house was in a battle

for control of a file
containing a list of

individuals —
including white
house officials,

justice department
officials and former

campaign associates
— who were to be

interviewed by
mueller’s team.

trump’s associates
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also contend that
the white house has
begun crafting an

article of
impeachment, even
though the president
has said he doesn’t

want to be
impeached. in both

cases, the white
house is attempting

to block mueller
from getting

information that the
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president believes is
privileged. “we’re in

a constitutional
crisis,” said cleta
mitchell, a lawyer
with the firm paul
weiss. “this is a

constitutional crisis,”
she said, adding that

the president was
“acting like a

dictator.” the white
house is attempting

to prevent the
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justice department
from releasing a list
of individuals who

have been
interviewed by

mueller, according to
a report in the wall
street journal. the
white house is also
considering using

executive privilege
to block the release

of a memo that
house intelligence
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committee chairman
devin nunes wrote in
march. the memo is
meant to defend the

president against
charges that he is

abusing his authority
to declassify

information for
political purposes.

nunes was acting on
his own and not at
the behest of the

white house when he
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sent the memo to
trump. trump has
said that his own

lawyers are currently
drafting an article of

impeachment
against him. the

article will be filed
only after the white

house receives a
referral from the
special counsel’s
office. the white

house is believed to
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have been drafting
the article for some
time. impeachment
proceedings would
begin in the house

judiciary committee,
but that committee

has not moved
forward with the
process. house

speaker paul ryan
has said that he
doesn’t think the

white house is trying
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to stop mueller from
getting information.

“i think the white
house is doing its
best,” ryan told

reporters on
tuesday. ryan said

that he was not
aware of the memo

nunes wrote.
trump’s personal

lawyers are “trying
to get things back in
order,” according to
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a source with
knowledge of the

situation, but some
of the issues have
arisen because of

the president’s
behavior, not his
lawyers. “they’re

doing their best, but
the president has
been a bull in a
china shop,” the
source told vice

news. this is not the
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first time that trump
has sought to
obstruct an

investigation into his
own administration
or his own conduct.
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